
 
 
 

TSC PowerXT® Now Available for Sale in Europe Through VP Solar, 

One of Europe’s Largest Electrical Distributors 

Patented PowerXT® Delivers Aesthetics, Efficiency, and Power  

 

OAKLAND, CA, / PEDEROBBA, ITALY JULY 9, 2020  –  TSC, a global provider of solar module technologies, today 

announced that its patented PowerXT® panels are now available through VP Solar, one of Europe's largest 

distributors of photovoltaic products, serving the European solar market. PowerXT® delivers a high performance, 

sleek Pure Black™, high-efficiency panel.   

“We’re honored to be welcoming VP Solar - a highly respected electrical distributor - to our global family of solar 

distributors,” said Andrea Antolini, TSC’s  South Europe Business Development Manager.  “VP Solar is a prestigious 

partner; their service and technical support in the solar industry is of the highest caliber.  The mission of VP Solar and TSC 

are completely aligned: to provide customers with the best solution on the market when it comes to performance, efficiency 

and aesthetics." 

“There’s growing demand for TSC panels throughout Europe,” said Stefano Loro, CEO, VP Solar.  “TSC’s reliable solar 

products are the right choice for the installers interested in quality and high efficiency and power, recognizing the 

outstanding engineering and performance of this premium solar panel.  We’re proud to be offering TSC PowerXT® 

throughout Europe.”  

“TSC is the European division of a U.S. Silicon Valley company, with 20 years of solar innovations,” add Antolini. “Optimized 

for residential and commercial deployment, our high density and technologically-advanced PV panels have been extremely 

well-received – as they deliver beauty, efficiency and power.”    

Engineered to maximize energy production, TSC PowerXT® solar panels have set a new standard in PV panel 

performance by significantly boosting power generation and eliminating common failure points that can reduce 

traditional PV panels’ long-term performance.  

PowerXT maximizes power and energy yield on customer roofs – empowering customers and dealers to install 

attractive, cost-effective solar arrays. Certified to highest quality standards for reliable power, TSC PowerXT offers a 

comprehensive 25-year warranty on power, parts, and labor. 

To learn more about PowerXT solar panels in Europe, please contact: Andrea Antolini at  aantolini@solaria.com. 

About TSC 

TSC is a global PV technology and systems company, with a strong track record and 20-year history in solar power 

innovation and product development. 

TSC s paving the way for distributed, clean power generation by building advanced solar panels and fully integrated 

systems. 

Using advanced patented technology, proven field performance, and sophisticated automation, TSC delivers 

solutions that address a unique set of requirements for residential and commercial solar markets. For more 

information, visit www.solaria.com/europe 

 

About VP Solar 

VP Solar has been a B2B distributor of energy systems since 1999: photovoltaics, renewables, energy saving and 

innovative technologies. VP Solar provides solutions and knowledge to both Italian and international resellers and 

installers, in partnership with the leading worldwide manufacturing companies. Our challenge: to be a leader of the 

new market of energy systems together with our partners, with a long-term and sustainable business approach 

based on competences and quality.  Visit: https://www.vpsolar.com/ 
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